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PROBLEMS OF PARKING  
ON SELECTED STREETS IN PRAGUE 
Jan Petrů1, Václav Škvain2 
Summary: The paper deals with problems of parallel parking in selected localities 
of the capitol Prague. There are described the conflict situations on three streets 
with parking lanes and also with cycling lanes or a tramway lane. The article 
also presents evaluation of frequency of conflict situations in the monitored 
localities defining the conflict indicators (almost-accident rate). It further points 
at hidden factors that cannot be deduced from the project or analysis of the traffic 
accident rate. 
Key words: Road Transport, Parking, Conflict Situation, Videoanalysis. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Number of vehicles together with vans rises permanently every year. The roads 
are burdened with still bigger traffic volume. This facts cause increasing need for parking 
places. Due to building density and deficiency of parcels for building of parking areas 
the parking places are more often built along roads (parallel parking).  
This way of parking brings a lot of conflicts which has impact on traffic flow continuity 
and traffic safety. It is especially parked vehicles which can stick out into traffic lane, drivers 
entering into road for getting out or getting in the vehicle or individual parked vehicles 
which influence traffic flow continuity and in some cases also traffic safety. The parallel 
parking can also cause problems of entries/exits of urban public transport vehicles 
to stop lanes; this also has an impact on position of the vehicle at the platform edge (1). 
A vehicle parking by this lane influences the traffic safety in the stop lane section (2) (3). 
Within the urban environment, it is very important to harmonise the type of road 
and its traffic importance and type of buildings (4). This method has a major impact 
on consolidation of transport operations on the given road as well as on reduction of number 
of potential conflict situations (5) and (6) 
This paper points out these problems using video-analysis of conflict situations 
by methodology which is described in (7).  
1. SELECTION OF LOCALITIES OF PARALLEL PARKING FOR VIDEO 
ANALYSIS 
Under the terms of the research project (4) there was made road traffic survey 
on selected localities of Prague - Náchodská Street (8 sections), Sokolovská Street 
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despite of the nearby pedestrian crossing, and sudden opening of vehicle doors and the driver 
entering the road – 4j2. Among the dangerous situations, there also belong sudden turning 
from parallel parking into the through lane - 6v2 and vehicles turning to opposite direction. 
At Českomoravská street, there were recorded vehicles parking in the cycling lane 2c2. 
This situation disturbs flow of passenger vehicles and turning of cyclists in the through lane, 
but it also causes unexpected opening of door into the road and movement of the driver 
in the traffic lane - 4j2.  Due to a badly parked vehicle close to a pedestrian crossing 
at Sokolská street, there were recorded 1070 cars passing this badly parked vehicle via the 
tram lane – 6k2. 
 
Tab. 1 – Frequency of conflict situations in monitored localities defining the conflict rate kR  
Localities Conflict situation PKS [KS/h] kR [KS/100 veh] 
Náchodská Street 2b2 9 0.55 
1631 vph 4j2 26 1.59 
4ch2 7 0.43 
4ch3 5 0.31 
6v2 7 0.43 
6v3 5 0.31 
6z2 3 0.18 
6o2 4 0.25 
6o3 1 0.06 
Total of 67 4.11 
Sokolovská Street 4j2 5 0.40 
1258 vph 6v2 2 0.16 
6r2 1 0.08 
Total of 8 0.64 
Sokolská Street 4j2 3 0.22 
1338 vph 6z2 1 0.07 
6k2 1 0.07 
Total of 5 0.37 
Českomoravská Street 4j2 14 1.52 
921 vph 4ch2 15 1.63 
4ch3 3 0.33 
6v2 1 0.11 
6z2 1 0.11 
2c2 6 0.65 
Total of 40 4.34 
Source: Authors 
3. MONITORED LOCALITY PRAGUE – HORNÍ POČERNICE 
In Horní Počernice there is selected road II/611 (Náchodská Street) for observation 
of conflicts situation caused by parking along the road. The parallel parking is situated along 
both sides of this road in total length of 2.0 km. On this road there are also stop lanes 
next to the parallel parking. 
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